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Offensive marketing can work – but not if it vilifies women (https://theconversation.com/offensive-marketing-can-work-but-not-if-it-vilifies-women-45447)
Isabelle Szmigin (Professor of Marketing) and Scott Taylor (Reader in Leadership & Organization Studies) consider the part that offensive advertising campaigns have played in marketing over the years and find that sexist attitudes continue to
persist.
20/08/2015

Clubs and bars are closing but has anything really changed? (https://theconversation.com/clubs-and-bars-are-closing-but-has-anything-really-changed-45988)
Isabelle Szmigin (Professor of Marketing) looks at the contradictory trends behind the apparent decline in Britain's night-time economy.
20/08/2015

China's attempt to control hot markets only fans the flames (https://theconversation.com/chinas-attempt-to-control-hot-markets-only-fans-the-flames-44532)
Professor of Economics David Dickinson examines China's role in financial markets in the wake of their recent stock market crash.
22/07/2015

Five misconceptions about the Greek debt crisis (https://theconversation.com/five-misconceptions-about-the-greek-debt-crisis-44536)
Senior Lecturer in Economics Colin Rowat seeks to clarify some of the claims surrounding the Greek debt crisis that may not be as accurate as they first appear.
13/07/2015

Birmingham Business School Students develop a winning solution in the One Planet Sustainability Challenge (/schools/business/news/2015/july/one-planet-sustainability-challenge.aspx)
A team of Birmingham Business School Students were announced as winners at the annual One Planet Sustainability Challenge. The Challenge involved international teams developing a practical solution to a sustainability problem that was given
by Blue Ventures; a charity that develops life-changing approaches for improving marine conservation.
10/07/2015

Are food labels making us fat? Shoppers are making poor healthy eating choices because nutritional info is too confusing (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/food/article-3148593/Confusing-food-labels-making-fatconsumers-suffering-information-overload.html)
A recent study conducted by Sheena Leek and Isabelle Szmigin of the Department of Marketing has been featured in the Daily Mail. The research highlights how efforts to reduce obesity and promote a healthy diet are being hampered by confusing
nutritional information on food packaging.
06/07/2015

Mentoring: it's not just for start-ups (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/Documents/college-social-sciences/business/research/creme/works-management-mag-article.pdf)
A recent article in Works Management Magazine highlights the success of CREME's pioneering mentoring programme.
01/07/2015

Understanding New European entrepreneurs (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/Documents/college-social-sciences/business/research/creme/new-european-monder-interview.pdf)
Professor Monder Ram comments on the role of New European entrepreneurs and the challenges they face in the summer issue of The New European.
01/07/2015
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